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I .Fill in the blanks
1. _____________ are the smallest part of our body.
2. The air we breathe in is called _________ air.
3. Water can be seen in _______,_______ and ______ form.
4. __________ have a fixed shape.
5. Water on boiling becomes _________.
6. The condition of air around us ,at a given time and place is called ________.
7. Advance information about the weather is called __________________.
8. Too much of rain can bring in _______.
9. The movement of water from the earth to atmosphere and then back to the
earth is called ____________.
10. There are __________ organ systems in our body.
II .Match the following
1. Solids
2. Liquids

flow easily
206

3. Lungs

mixture of gases

4 .Bones

have a definite shape.

5. Air

respiratory system

III True or false
1. A solid can change into liquid on cooling. (
2. Gases do not have a definite shape . (

).

)

3. Lungs pump blood to different parts of the body. (
1

)

4. There are about 656 muscles in our body. (
5. Moving air is called storm. (

)

)

6. Lack of rain causes drought. (

)

IV Choose the correct answer
1. Which of the following can flow?
a solid and liquid b liquid and gas c gas and solid
2. There are ________ sense organs in our body.
a five

b seven c three

3. Raindrop is an example of _________
a solid b liquid c gas
4. The process by which a gas changes into a liquid on cooling is called ______.
a evaporation b liquid c condensation
5. The __________ connects all nerves of the body to the brain.
a heart b spinal cord c kidneys.
6.

Air may also contain ________ and ______.
a rocks b dust particles and germs c chair

V Give reason
1 . Why does the the smell of agarbathi spreads around the room?
VI Differentiate
1. nervous system

1 circulatory system

VII Define
1 . Precipitation
2. Storm
VIII Draw and label the respiratory system
2

Social
I Unscramble
1 canaphtya
2 amory
3 ngera
II Differentiate
1 peninsula

island

2 solid

liquid

III Match the following
1. range

natural features of the Earth

2. land forms

a chain of mountains .

3. desert

vast expanse of flat land.

4. plain

land covered with sand.

5. western ghats

east of Deccan plateau

6. eastern ghats

west of Deccan plateau

IV Write two sentences about the following
1. Amar Jawan jothi
2. Terai region
V Answer the following
1 .Why are the Northern plains thickly populated?
2 .What are civic amenities?
3

3 .What kind of climate does Delhi have?

VI .On the physical map of India mark the following places
1 .western ghats 2. Andaman and Nicobar islands 3. Deccan plateau 4 .The great
Indian desrt 5. Northern plains
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